Paragraph 3- How to identify a vampire
• Remember to include the
subheading, ‘How to identify a
vampire’ first.
• Then explain the key clues on how
to spot a vampire providing detail.
• Try and include some modal verbs
(think back to last week).

Paragraph 3- WAGOLL
How to identify a vampire

There a few ways to spot a vampire. Firstly, look for the physical clues.
Vampires usually have sharp canine teeth, long fingernails and may
have dark hair and eyes. Then, if you’re feeling nervous in their
presence, this is another indicator. You’ll also never see a vampire in
direct sunlight, only inside or at night. They loathe the light and are
super-sensitive to their surroundings.

Paragraph 4- How to slay a vampire
• Remember to include the subheading,
‘How to slay a vampire’ first.
• Choose your weapon or weapons.
• Introduce which one(s) you’re going to
choose then give a step-by-step guide
using bullet points to explain how to
carry it all out.
• Remember to include those modal
verbs.

Paragraph 4- WAGOLL
Classical but effective, the old wooden stake can come in extremely handy. This
sharpened stick when pierced through their heart causes instant death…
Step one: Invite the vampire into your favoured location. (You must invite them in as
they can only enter if you allow them to).
Step two: Next, lock all the doors and block all escape routes as they could try and
escape.
Step three: Spread the mustard seeds on the ground to distract the vampire.
Vampires suffer from arithmomania, which means they’re obsessed with counting
things, so mustard seeds should make the perfect distraction.
Step four: Once distracted, thrust the stake through the centre of their heart.
Step five: If the stake misses the heart and the vampire is just injured rather than
dead, take their body outside and handcuff them to a tree with silver handcuffs to let
the sunlight finish off your job.

